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 It was the first time we had a real conversation, and then we went on a walk to

gether, and I said, &quot;I want to know about this.
&quot;  [Image]  So, let&#39;s go ahead and say that it was a big hit.
  [Image]  And I know this is just an idea, but the fact that they both attended

 an actual wedding was pretty amazing.
 We had so much fun, and it was very much a bonding experience.
  [Image]  And when we started to go to my room together, the reception was goin

g pretty quiet.
 We were all pretty excited for our wedding night.
&quot; We all just said, &quot;I&#39;m not ready.
  [Image]  It was like a little
This membership nets you a fancy penthouse which you can customize to your heart

&#39;s desire, including with a personal spa, partying area, roof garden access,

 exquisite artworks and more.
If you host the co-op lobby and manage to complete all six missions in order, in

 one sitting, you&#39;ll get an exclusive &quot;hidden&quot; vehicle.
Note that the cars are set to public access, so any other player can enter and s

teal the car if you&#39;re not careful.
&quot;Design Your Own&quot;: GTA$ 1.
Bar and Party Hub: $GTA 700,000 - Provides access to drinks, interactable items 

and the Retro Arcade with two exclusive games
You need to pay a daily utility fee of GTA$ 500 for owning a penthouse and an ad

ditional GTA$ 100 for every module.Playing Cards
 Richards Majestic - On the wall in front of the Hot Dog Stand by the movie stud

io.
Obey 8F Drafter: GTA$ 718,000
Today I got a terrible experience at the Crown Casino, I went to watch a match t

here, after it finished I got confused about the exit where my car was parked.
 So being 100% sober my boyfriend and I tried to get back inside, to find the co

rrect exit, but one of the guard said that &quot;my boyfriend was using truck pa

nts so he wasn&#39;t allow to go inside&quot;, we explained several times in a p

olite way the situation about the exit and the fact that we were just watching a

 match there (euro cup) because we are from Italy, but the guy insisted that we 

weren&#39;t allowed, in the middle of this situation a Asian girl try to get ins

ide as well, wearing the same pants that my boyfriend was, and the guard said th

at it was fine, so I gave him this example and he refuse to help us, when we wer

e just trying to go through the casino to get the correct exit till our car.
 It was definitely a racist and discrimination situation against us, because I c

an&#39;t find another explanation if 5 minutes before we were just there, and we

 just took the wrong exit when the guy saw us going out from it, we came back le

ss than two minutes after that.
 On the top of that the Asian girl wearing the same pants it shows an evident ra

cist and discrimination situation without reason.
 To never come back.
 Also because the atrium food is horrible for an expensive price, there much bet

ter buffets restaurant in Perth.
Ps: inside of the Casino a lot of people were wearing shorts, truck pants and sw

eat pants.
 Curious that we were inside, and two minutes after left we couldn&#39;t come ba

ck just because of the mood of the rude guard.
 Both teams are coming off of bye weeks, and the Gators would love nothing more 

than to get their season back on track with an upset over the defending national

 champions.
 Let&#39;s take a look at how the oddsmakers see results playing out.

 It&#39;ll be fascinating to see how Ohio State coach Ryan Day coaches up quarte

rback CJ Stroud in front of what will be a hostile crowd.
No.
 The Wolverines defense has been money all year, and the Spartans have struggled

 with offensive consistency.
 However, the Spartans have won two straight in this series, including a 37-33 t

hriller last season.
No.
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